
R A F F L E S  P L A C E  MRT Station Exits   Underground Accessible Routes.

Arriving at Raffles Place by MRT

Exit from Raffles Place MRT Station
Upon Upon exiting from the train, you can follow the directional 
tactiles on the floor. This will lead you to the lift which 
travels between the train platforms and the concourse. 
After exiting from the fare gates , take the lift to B1.  You 
can opt to use either of the following avenues to travel to 
the ground level.

1. Via Exit M  [ Lifts in CIMB Plaza ]
Upon Upon exiting from the lift at B1, you can enter the 
basement retail area of CIMB Plaza which is adjacent to 
the lift you have exited. Taking the  route on the left, you 
would soon arrive at the lift lobby on your right. Taking 
this lift, you can access the street level. Lifts to street level 
within CIMB Plaza operate Mon - Sat (5.30am to 12.15am) 
and Sun / PH (6.00am to 12.15am).

3. Via Exit D  [ Lifts in Republic Plaza ]
Upon Upon exiting from the lift at B1,  follow the directional 
tactiles on the floor to arrive at the junction right before 
the washrooms. Take the route that leads to exit D.  The 
entrance into Republic Plaza would be on your right.  
Entering into Republic Plaza,  take the route on the right. 
You would soon arrive at a ramp on your right that leads 
you to the lift lobby.  Taking this lift, you can access the 
ststreet level. Lifts to street level within Republic Plaza 
operate during office hours.  

2. Via Exit H  [ Lift in Six Battery Road ] 
Upon Upon exiting from the lift at B1, take the route on your 
right that leads to Exit H.  When you arrive at the 
junction, take the route on the right. The ramp entrance 
into Six Battery Road would be on your right and it 
would lead you to the lift lobby. Taking this lift, you can 
access the street level. Lift to street level within Six 
Battery Road operates Mon - Sat (5.30am to 12.15am) 
and Sun / PH (6.00am and Sun / PH (6.00am to 12.15am).


